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Karin Carlander

Contemporary weaver and textile artist Karin Carlander creates hand-woven designs from her studio in Raadvad, 

Denmark. After studying the craft with renowned French weaver Jacqueline de la Baume at her studio in 

Provence, Carlander graduated as a textile designer from the Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts. In 2013, 

Carlander established her own brand, Textile No., which elevates functional objects used in everyday life. 

Made on a wooden hand-loom, each design brings traditional Nordic craftsmanship into a modern context.
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Weaver and textile artist Karin Carlander interprets 

classic techniques as the backbone of her creative 

process. Two new designs – a rectangular rug woven 

from paper yarn and a fringed throw in alpaca wool – 

showcase this craftsmanship in contemporary pieces for 

private and public use.

For the Shuttle rug, Carlander decided upon paper yarn 

because of its crisp and delicate expression. Although 

challenging to work with, the inflexible plant-based 

material has its own personality and can withstand 

being dyed in colours.

Carlander utilises the paper yarn’s resilience by dying it 

in hues that bring attention to its unique texture.
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PRODUCT DATA

Design Karin Carlander. 2023

Product type Rug

Environment Indoor

Materials Weft: 100% paper yarn 
Warp: PES

ARTICLE CODES

202283   Shuttle rug, 200 x 300cm, green

203134   Shuttle rug, 200 x 300cm, light grey

203129   Shuttle rug, 160 x 230cm, green

203133   Shuttle rug, 160 x 230cm, light grey

203130   Shuttle rug, 133 x 200cm, green

203132   Shuttle rug, 133 x 200cm, light grey

203131   Shuttle rug, 80 x 230cm, green

203135   Shuttle rug, 80 x 230cm, light grey

DELIVERY

Lead time Stock (if backorder: 12 weeks)

Green Light grey

Colours
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Founded on rebellious curiosity and a passion for the unique, Karakter is a bit out of the ordinary. Rooted in the proud Danish design tradition, but always maintaining an international 

outlook, Karakter presents a striking portfolio of furniture, lighting and objects from designers who have already written the history of design to those who are aspiring to write the future. 

All designers collaborating with Karakter are curated for their ideas and creativity and shared by all of them is an inspiring level of curiosity and an uncompromising take on their work. 

Boasting both the relevant and honest, the beautiful, the playful and the expressive, all designs have a clear, undeniable character. Ready to spark curiosity and start conversations.
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